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JOHN M. IRWIN AND ELBERT A. WALKER

In a recent paper [2] the concept of high subgroups of Abelian
groups was discussed. The purpose of this paper is to give further
results concerning these high subgroups. All groups considered in this
paper are Abelian, and our notation is essentially that of L. Fuchs in
[1]. Let N be a subgroup of a group G. A subgroup H of G maximal
with respect to disjointness from N will be called an N-high subgroup
of G, or N-high in G. When N = Gl (the subgroup of elements of infinite height in G), H will be called high in G.
After considering N-high subgroups in direct sums, we give a characterization (Theorem 3) of N-high subgroups of G in terms of a divisible hull of G. Next we show (Theorem 5) that if G is torsion, N c G\
and H is N-high in G, then H is pure and (Lemma 7) the primary components of any two N-high subgroups have the same DIm invariants
(see [3]). These results generalize the results in [2]. The concept of
X-groups is introduced, and it is shown that any two high subgroups of
torsion X-groups are isomorphic. Further, torsion I-groups are characterized in terms of their basic subgroups. Theorem 3 of [2] is generalized
to show that high subgroups of arbitrary Abelian groups are pure. This
leads to the solution of a more general version of Problem 4 of L. Fuchs
in [1]. Finally, the question of whether any two high subgroups of a
torsion group are isomorphic is considered, and a theorem in this direction
is proved.
Prelimina des.

LEMMA 1.

Let M and N be subgroups of a primary group G
such that M is neat in G and M[p] EB N[p] = G[p]. Then Mis N-high
in G.
Proof. Suppose M is not N-high in G. Then there exists an Nhigh subgroup 8 of G properly containing M. Let 0 =I=s + M be in
(81M) [p]. By the neatness of 8 in G ([1], pg. 92) we may suppose
that s e 8[p]. But this contradicts M[p] EB N[p] = G[p], and so M is
N-high in G.
As a consequence of Lemma 1, we obtain a standard
COROLLARY.

([3], pg. 24). Let G bea primary group, and H a pure

subgroup containing

G[p].

Then H
'1

= G.
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Proof.

Purity implies neatness. Now put N

= 0 in

Lemma 1.

A useful generalization of Lemma 1 to torsion groups is
LEMMA 2.

Let M and N be subgroups of a torsion group G such
E9 N[p] = G[p] for each relevant prime
Then M is N-high in G.

that M is neat in G and M[p]
p.

Proof. Use the proof of Lemma 1 with the observation that since
S properly contains M, (SjM)[p] =1=
0 for some relevant prime p.
Concerning N-high subgroups in a direct sum, we have
THEOREM1. Let G = l:Gai be an arbitrary

direct sum of torsion

groups, where Ht» and No; are subgroups of Gai' and where Ho; is
Nt»-high in Gt» for each lx. Let N = INo;. Then H = IHo; is N-high

in G.
Proof. First notice that H is neat in G. To see this, use the neatness of H,. in G,. for each a (see [2] Lemma 10). Next observe that
G[p] = .l'G,.[p] = .l'H,.[p] EB.l'N,.[p] = H[p] EBN[p] for each relevant prime
p. Now apply Lemma 2 to get H to be N-high in G.
An interesting result concerning high subgroups (which are our main
interest) in a direct sum is a corollary of Theorem 1.
THEOREM2. Let G = SG""be an arbitrary direct sum of torsion
groups where H"" is a high subgroup of G""for each a. Then H = SH""
is high in G.
Proof. By [2], Lemma 9 we have Gl = J:(GdY. Now use Theorem
1 and the definition of high subgroup.
Divisible hulls and high subgroups. Now we shall discuss the notion
of a divisible hull for a group G, and the connection of such a hull with
high subgroups. A group E minimal among those divisible groups containing G as a subgroup will be called a divi8ibl~ hull of G. We need
a few lemmas. The following lemma is almost obvious, and its proof is
omitted.

LEMMA3. Let E be a divisible hull of a torsion group G. Let
J:Ep and G = J:Gp. Then El = E, and Ep is the unique divisible
hull of Gp in E for each relevant prime p.
El

=

LEMMA 4. Let D be a divisible hull of a mixed group G, and E
be a divisible hull of the to?"sionsubgroup T of G in D. Then D = EEBF

j, whereE is torsion and F is torsion free divisible.
~1c-

~,
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Proof. Since E is divisible, it is a direct summand of D.

Thus

D = E EB F for somesubgroupF of D. That E is torsion followsfrom

Lemma 3. Next we show that the torsion subgroup TF of F is zero.
To see this, consider TF n G c TF n TeE n F = 0 to get Tp n G = O.
Then by Kulikov's Lemma, ([1], pg. 66) applied to D, Tp = 0 and F is
torsion free. That F is divisible is clear, and the lemma is proved.
The following theorem gives a characterization in terms of divisible
hulls of N-high subgroups of a torsion group G.
THEOREM3. Let N be any subgroup of a torsion group G, and E
be a divisible hull of G with D a divisible hull of N in E. Then the
set of N-high subgroups of G is the set of intersections of G with complementary summands of D in E.

Proof. Let H

= A n G,

where A EB D = E.

Now by [2], Lemma

1, and [1] pg. 67, we have for each relevant prime p,
G[p] = E[p] = A[p] EBD[p] = (A n G)[p] EBN[p] = H[p]

EB

N[p] .

By [1] pg. 92, H is neat in G, and finally by Lemma 2, H is N-high in

G. Now for the converse,supposeHis N-high in G, so that H n N = O.
Now H n D = O. To see this, notice that (H n D) n N = H n N = 0,
and by Kulikov's lemma, H n D = O. Since D is an absolute direct
summand(see [1]), there exists A containing H with A EB D = E. But
He A n G, and since (A n G) n N = (J, by the maximality of H with
respect to H n N= 0, we have H= An G.
The reader will note that in particular Theorem 3 yields a characterization of high subgroups in torsion groups.
In general, a group G may have many high subgroups. It is even
possiblethat H n K = 0 for two high subgroups Hand K of G. The
following theorem indicates the extent of the non-uniqueness of N-high
subgroups.

THEOREM
4. Let G be a primary group, let N be a subgroupsuch
that I N[p] I = I G I and such that [G[p]:N[p]

= I G I.

2161distinct N-high subgroups of G. Furthermore,

dependentset {HtI}}tI}R

Then there exist
there exists an in-

of N-high subgroupsof G such that I R I = I G I.

Proof. Let H be an N-high subgroup of G. By [2], G[p] =
H[p] EB N[p]. Clearly I H[p] I = I N[p] I = I G I. Let H[p] = ~~e8<X(1,)
~nn

iVf'l'>l
L" . = ~ ~-j'lJ~)
wn

'T'hpn

one mappings of S onto T.
Pf

I.C::::

I

= I T I = I r; '-

'T'hprp pxi~b:: 21GIOnP.-to-

Let f be such a mapping, and let

= 2: <Xro
+ Yf{ro)
c<es

.
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If g is any one-to-one mapping of S onto T such that f '* g, then it is
easy to see that P, =/::Pg. Let HI be an N-high subgroup of G containing Pt. Then Hf[p] = P"~ and since Pf '* Pg, it follows that Hf '* Hg.
Hence there exist 2161N-high subgroups of G. Let T = U/3ERTI!,
where

I T/3I = I T I, I R I = I T I, and TfJn T8 = cp if (3 '* O. That is, partition
T into I T subsets each of cardinal I T I. Let II! be a one-to-one mapping
1

of S onto T/3, and let HI! be an N-high subgroup containing
Pfl

= L. <x'" + Yffl("') .
..es

It is straightforward to verify that {Pf!I}f!lER
is an independent set of subgroups of G, that Hf!I[p] = Pf!I, and hence that {Hf!I}f!lER
is an independent
set of subgroups such that I R I = I G I. This concludesthe proof.
It is easy to find examples of reduced primary groups G such that
I G1[p] I = [G[p]: Gl[p]] = I G I.

Purity of N~high subgroups of torsion. groups. We now state and
prove a generalization to N-high subgroups of torsion groups of [2]
Theorem 3, namely that high subgroups of torsion groups are pure.

5. Let N bea subgroupof a to.rsiongroup G with N c Gl,
and let H be an N-high subgroup of G. Then H is pure in G.
THEOREM

Proof. That it suffices to consider the primary case here follows
from the fact Hp is Np-high in Gp (see [2] Lemma 10 and [2] Lemma
11). So let G be primary. Now by [2] Lemma 1, we have G[p] =
H[p] EBN[p].
Since GI[p]:J N[p], then GI[p] = (H n GI)[p] EBN[p].
Now let HI be an (H n GI) [p ]-high subgroup of H. Since N-high subgroups are neat (see [1] c, d pg. 92) and neatness is transitive, we have
that HI is neat in G. By [2] Lemma 1, H[p] = HI[p] EB(H n Gl)[p], so
that G[p] = H1[p]EB Gl[p]. An application of Lemma 1 yields HI high in
G. Finally, by [2], Lemma 8, HI contains B basic in G, so that by [2]
Lemma 2, H is pure in G as stated.
Before stating some corollaries, we would like to pose the following
question: characterize all subgroups T of an Abelian group G such that
T-high subgroups of G are pure. Suitable examples are easy to find
which show that just any subgroup T will not do.
A couple of corollaries of Theorem 5 are
COROLLARY1. Let N1 and N2 be subgroups of a torsion group G
with N1 c: N2 c: Gl. Then every N1-h'igh subgroup of G contains an
N2-high subgroup, and in particular every N1-high subgroup K contains
a subgroup H high in G.
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Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 5.
2. Let N be a subgroup of Gl in a torsion group G,
and let S be an infinite subgroup of G with S n N = O. Then there
COROLLARY

exists a subgroupK pure in G with I KI = ISI and K n N= O.
Proof. Substitute N for G1 in the proof of [2], Theorem 2.
This last corollary is a generalization of the solution in [2] of Fuchs'

Problem4.
1,'.groups. The following ideas arose from an investigation of the
question of whether or not all high subgroups of a given group are isomorphic. A natural query in this direction is: If one of the high subgroups of a given group G is a direct sum of cyclic groups, are all of
them direct sums of cyclic groups? The answer for torsion groups is
yes. It is this observation that gives rise to so called 2-groups. Before
discussing this notion further, we need a few lemmas.

LEMMA5. Let N be a subgroup of a torsion group G with Hand
K both N-high subgroups of G. Then «HEBN)/N)[p] = «KEBN)/N)[p]
for each relevant prime p.
Proof.

For he H we have that o(h + N)

Supposehe H[p l\(K n H).

=p

if and only if o(h)

= p.

Then there exists k e K, n e N with h - k

=

n, whenceo(k)= p. Thus h + N = (k + N) e «K EBN)/N)[p]; andsince
p was arbitrary, we have by symmetrythat
«HE}1 N)jN)[p]

= «KEB N)jN)[p]

as stated.
LEMMA 6. Let N be a subgroup of a torsion group G with NcGl.
Let H be an N-high subgroup of G. Then «HEB N)fN) is pure in

GIN.
Proof. Supposem,(g+- N)
zero integer.

Then my - n

= h + N for somehe H, g e G, m a non-

=h

for some n e N, and since n e Gl and

H is pure (Theorem5), we have h = mhl for somehI e H. Thus h + N =
m(hl + N) and the lemma is proved.
COROLLARY. Let N be a subgroup of a reduced torsion group G
with N c Gl =1=0, and let H be an N-high subgroup of G. Then H is
not closed.
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Proof. This follows easily from a theorem of Kulikov and Papp
([1] pg. 117).

LEMMA7. Let Hand K bean~
any two N-high subgroupsof a primary
group G with N a subgroup of G1. Then for all positive integers n
(a) pnH is N-high in pnG,
(b) pnH is pure in pnG,
(c) (pn«HEBN)jN»[p] = (pn«(l
(pn«KEBN)jN»[p],
(d) H, K, and G have the san
same nth Ulm invariants (see [3]).
Proof. (a) Use the proof of Theorem 5 (e) in [z] and the fact that
N c pnG for all n.
(b) Use (a), N c (pnG)l, and Theorem 5.
(c) First notice that pn«HEf) N)fN) = (pnHEf) N)fN. Now (c) follows
immediately from Lemma 5 applied to the right sides of this equation
and the corresponding one for K.
(d) The proof is similar to that of Theorem 6 in [z].
The following theorem is a slight generalization of the fact that
any two high subgroups of a countable group G are isomorphic. (See
[z], Theorem 5 (u).)
THEOREM 6. Let N be a subgroup of a countable torsion group G
with N c Gl, and Gl elementary. Then any two N-high subgroups H
and K of G are isomorphic.

Proof. Write G = J:G",H = IH:J" K = J:Kp. Now H" and Kp are
both Np high in Gp, and N" c: G~ for each relevant prime p. Let
ilp = (Hp EBNp)/Np and Kp = (Kp EBNp)/Np. Using Lemmas 5 and 6 and
the fact that Gl is elementary, we get immediately that (p"'ilp)[p]

=

(p"'Kp)[p], and that (p"+lHp)[p] = (p"+lKp)[p] = o. Thus for a >w, the
ath DIm invariants of Hp and Kp are the same. Since Hp --- Hp and
1(p ~ Kp, Lemma 7 (d) implies that Hp and Kp have the same DIm invariants.

Since Gl is elementary,

Hand

K are reduced, and DIm's

theorem yields H ~ K.
REMARK. In Theorem 6, if we take N to be a subgroup of Gl such
that N[p] -=1= Gl[p], then neither H nor K will be a direct sum of cyclic
groups as is easily seen.
A 2:-group is any group G all of whose high subgroups are direct
sums of cyclic groups. This means that in a torsion 2-group every high
subgroup is basic. This implies further that in 2:-groups, every high

subgroup is an endomorphicimage. Examples of I-groups are very to
easy to find, FQr instance,direct sumsQf CQuntable
groupsturn Qutto
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)e
beI-groups.
l'-groups. Also,
Also,any
an group G such that G/Gl is a direct sum of cyclic
rroups
groupsisisaaI-group.
l'-group. (See the proof of Theorem7.) For a non-I-group,
lee
[2],
Theorem
see [2], Theorem5(t).
5(t).
THEOREM
7. Let Hand K be high subgroups of a torsion group
i-. Then if H is a direct sum of cyclic groups, so is K. Moreover
ff::: K.
Proof.

Let

)f G onto G/Gl.

S be
Now

the image of S under the natural
11, ,

H,

K"""

K, and by Lemma

homomorphism

5 we have K[p]

=

ti[p] for each relevant prime p. By [3], Theorem 12, we have that
ff[p] is the union of a sequence 15.. of subgroups of bounded height in
ff. The purity of 11 (Theorem 5) tells us that p.. has bounded height in
K for each n. Hence by [3], Theorem 12, each Kp is a direct sum of

~yclic groups, so that

K is a direct sum of cyclic groups.

Thus K, which

is isomorphic to K, is a direct sum of cyclic groups. Since Hand K
are both basic in G, we have H""" K. Thus we have shown that in a
torsion group, if one high subgroup is a direct sum of cyclic groups,
they all are, and they are all isomorphic.
From Theorem 7 we see that if in a torsion group G there exist
two non-isomorphic high subgroups, then no high subgroup is a direct
sum of cyclic groups. The next theorem shows that torsion I-groups
are closed under direct sums.
THEOREM8. For torsion groups it is true that a direct sum of
I-groups is a I-group.
Proof. By Theorem 2, a direct sum of highs is high. But such a
direct sum is basic. An application of Theorem 7 completes the proof.
COROLLARY. A direct sum of countable torsion group is a I-group.
Proof. It suffices by Theorem 8 to verify that a countable torsion
group is a I-group, and this is very easy.
REMARK. Examples exist of torsion groups G such that G/Gl is a
direct sum of cyclic groups, but such that G is not a direct sum of
countable groups. Therefore, we see that the class of torsion I-groups
properly contains the class of all torsion groups that are the direct sum
of countable groups.
The next theorem gives an interesting characterization of torsion
I-groups.
THEOREM
THEOREM9,9, A tQr~ion group G i~ a I -group if

and only if G

.
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Proof. If G is a 2-group, then any high subgroup will be a maximal
Proof.
basic
subgroup of
G. Now suppose G contains a maximal basic subgroup
basicsubgroup
of G.
B. Let H be a high subgroup containing B, and suppose B =1=
H. By
[1] pg. 114, there exists Bl basic in H with Bl > B. Since H is pure
and GIH is divisible, Bl is basic in G, a contradiction. Therefore B=H,
and G is a I-group by Theorem 7.
The next theorem is a result concerning the 2-groups of a torsion
group.
THEOREM10. Every torsion group G contains a 2-8ubgroup R pure
in G such that Rl = Gl.
Proof. First if Gl = 0, put R = B basic in G. Also if G is a Igroup, but R = G. So suppose that Gl =1=
0 and G is not a 2-group. Let
B be a basic subgroup of G. Embed B in a high subgroup H of G. By
Theorem 8 and the assumptions on G, HIB =1=
O. B is basic in H so that
GIB = HIB ffi RIB, where the divisibility of HIB guarantees that RIB
may be chosen to contain (G1ffi B)fB.
Hence R contains G\ The
purity of RIB in GIB gives us that R is pure in G. Hence Rl = G\

Now H n R = B, so that G[p] = H[p] ffi Gl[p] and
R[p]

= (R

n H)[p] ffi Gl[p] = B[p] ffi Rl[p]

.

By Lemma 2, B is high in R so that by Theorem 7, R is a 2-group,
and the proof is complete.
We do not know whether every subgroup of a 2-group is a X-group.
However, every pure subgroup of a torsion 2-group is a 2-group. In
fact, we have
THEOREM

L n Gl

11. Every subgroup L of a torsion 2-group G with V

=

is a 2-group.

Proof, Embed a high subgroup HL of L in a high subgroup H
Since G is a .l'-group, H is a direct sum of cyclic groups and hence
; HL' Now apply Theorem 7 to L to get that L is a .l'-group,
COROLLARY. Every pure subgroup R of a torsion }; -gro~~pG is a

Ri

= R n Gi,

and Theorem 11 then yields the desired result.

.RY. Every pure subgroup of a direct sum of countable
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High subgroups in mixed groups. In this section we will discuss
some properties of high subgroups of arbitrary Abelian groups and
generalize some of our results for the torsion case. A lemma which is
useful is
LEMMA

8. Let S be any subgroup of an Abelian group G with

S n Gl = 0. Thenfor any subgroupT with (TIS) n (GISY= 0, wehave
T n Gl = 0.
Proof.

Suppose T n G1=I=- O. Then (TIS)

n (GIS)1 =I=-O.

The following theorem was proved in [2] for the torsion case. The
fact that Gl is divisible in the torsion free case makes this case easy, so
we proceed directly to the general case.
THEOREM

G.

K be any two high subgroups of a group

Then
(a) GjH is divisible
(b) GjH is a divisible hull of (G1EBH)jH ~ Gl
(c)

GjH ~ GjK.

Proof.
is divisible,
LIH. But
in GIH.

L n

12. Let Hand

Gl

(a) Let TIH be the torsion subgroup of GIH. Now TIH
for if not, TIH would have a non-zero cyclic direct summand
LIH would be a direct summand of GIH since TIH is pure
Hence (LIH) n (GIH}l = 0, and Lemma 8 gives us that

= 0. ConsequentlyH is not high in G, a contradiction. Thus

we have GIH = TI Htf) FIH, where FIH is torsion free. This means
that (FIH}l is divisible, whence FIH = (FIH)l tf) RIH. Now clearly,
(RIH) n (GIH)l = 0, so that by Lemma 8, R = H, and GIH is divisible
as stated.
(b) As a divisible group, GIH must contain a divisible hull DIH of
(Gltf)H)IH.
Put GIH - DIHtf)LIH.
Clearly L n Gl = 0, henceLIH = o
and (b) is proved.
(c) This follows from (Gl tf) H)IH
Gl
(Gl tf) K)IK and the fact
that divisible hulls of isomorphic groups are isomorphic. Thus we see
~

that GIH is a structural

invariant

of

~

G.

We shall now discuss a generalization to arbirary Abelian groups of
a theorem proved in [2] for the torsion case. Here again, the torsion
free case is easy (Gl is divisible), and for a torsion free group G we see
easily that all high subgroups are isomorphic. First we need
THEOREM13. Let T be the torsion subgroup of an Abelian group
G, H be a high subgroup of G, and Tu be the torsion subgroup of H.
Then T u is high in T.
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Proof. We need only consider the case of a mixed group G- Let
E be a divisible hull of G with Dg and DOl divisible hulls in E of H
and G\ Then E = Dg E9 Dol (see [2]).
Next
let DTH and DTGI be
divisible hulls of TH and TOI in DB and Dol respectively- Then
E

=

Dg E9 DOl

=

DTg

EB Dl E9 DTGI EB D2

= DTB

EB DTGI E9 DI E9 D2

-

Applying Lemmas 3 and 4 to Dg and DOl, we have that TE = DTllEBTTGI
is the torsion subgroup of E, and DI EB D2 is torsion free. Clearly
(Lemma 3) TE is a divisible hull of T in E, Now by Theorem 3, it
t'uy that
tnat T
l' n11 DTH
liTH =
= Tl'H'
TO this
tms end
ena. put
put L.u =
= Tl' n[1 DTll'
liTH'
remains to verify
g- To
-is clear,
clear, By
By Lemma
Lemma 4,
4, H
H nn DTg
DTH== TH'
T H' So
SOsuppose
supposethere
there
That
That Tg
Tu cc L is
is
clear.
By
Lemma
4,
B
L, Then
Then by
by the
the defh
definition of H, there exists he H
exists t E (G\H)') nn L.
gl *-'* 0,
0, where
where glE
gl e GI.
Gl, ]But since L is torsion we have
with h + mt == gl
Hence (h
(h +
+ mt)
mt) E
e DTH'
DTH' and
and h + mt = gl '* o together with
that hE T u. Hence
tradict
DH
n
Del
=
0,
and
DTHc DH contradict Du n Del = 0, and THis high in T as desired.
COROLLARY.
-

Let H be a high
- ---

torsion subgroup of H.

T.

subgroup

of G, and
-

let

Tn

be the

Then TH is pure in G.

Proof. By Theorem 13, THis high in T, and consequentlypure in
Since T is pure in G, it follows that THis pure in G.
THEOREM 14.
-- -

Let H be a high subgroup
-

of an Abelian

group G.

Then H is pure in G.
Proof.

Let the notation

be the same as in Theorem 13.

Now by

is divisible, so that GITH = TITH E9 RIT H, where R
is chosensuch that RIT H containsHIT H' Since THis pure in G, R is
pure in G, and since H is neat in G, HITH is neat in RITH' But RITH
- .
-..-

Theorem 13 TIT

H

is torsion free and since a neat subgroup of a torsion free group is pure

we have that HITH is pure in RITE, Thus H is pure in R, so that H
is pure in G, and the proof is complete.
The following embedding theorem is a generalization to arbitrary
Abelian groups of the solution to Fuchs' Problem 4 (see [1]).
Let S be any infinite subgroup of an Abelian group
. Then there exists a subgroup K pure in G with
G with S n Gl = O.
THEOREM 15.

8 c K, K n Gl = 0, and I KI = 181.
Proof.

Embed S in H high in G. By [1] pg. 78 N, there exists

a pure subgroup K of H with S c K and I S I = I KI.

The purity of
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H implies the purity

K n

Gl
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of K in G, and K

n Gl
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c H

n Gl
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= 0, so that

= 0, completing the proof.

An unsolved problem. To conclude the present paper we shall
make a few remarks concerning the question of whether all high subgroups of an Abelian torsion group are isomorphic. The reader may
have observed, from the proof of Theorem 6, that this question is a
special case of the more general open question: Given two pure subgroups A and B of a primary group G with A[p] = B[p], is it true in

generalthat A

~

B? The authors feel that an affirmative answer to

this question would have important consequencesin the theory of Abelian torsion groups. A step in this direction is
THEOREM16. Let A and B be pure subgroups of primary group
Then G = A EB C implies G = BEB C and A::::: B.

G with A[p] = B[p].

Proof. Let G = A E9 C. Then G[p] = A[p] E9 C[p] = B[p] E9 C[p].
We will show that G = B E9 C. First notice that A[p] = B[p] gives us
that B n C = O. To prove G = B E9 C, it suffices to verify that
G c B E9C. For this purpose it is sufficient that G[pn] c B E9 C for

each n.

But this is true if and only if A[pn] c B E9 C for eachn.

Now we use induction to show that G[pn] c B E9C for each n. First,
G[p] c B E9 C by hypothesis. Next suppose that G[pn] c B E9 C, and
let a E A with o(a) = pn+1. Then pna = bE A[p] = B[p]. By the purity
of B, pna = pnbl with b1E B, and pn(a - bj) = 0, so that a - bl E B E9 C
by the induction hypothesis. Hence a E B E9 C, therefore
A[pn+1] c B EBC ,
which means that G[pn+l] c B EB C. Thus G = B EB G. Finally A
,
B, and the proof is complete.
The foregoing

theorem suggests the following

GIG

,

generalization.

THEOREM17. Let G be a direct sum of torsion groups, G = Lj(~EAGa"
and let {T",}l!}EAbe a family of subgroups pure in G with T",[p]=Gl!}[p]
for each relevant prime p and each a e A. Then for any subfamily
{Tl!}}"'Es, G= bl!}ESTl!}EB bl!}EsG",.

In

particular,

G= bl!}E,tTl!} and

G",

~

Tl!}

for each a eA.
Proof. Put T = 2.u"EATa. It suffices to show that G = T. We
show as before that for each n we have G[pn] c T. This is true if for
each a E A we have for the primary components Gap, that Gap[pn]c T
for each n. This is accomplished as in the proof of Theorem 16. Finally,
that

T~ ~ Ga" for ~ach a f()l1Qw:;;a:;; before,
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